Multi Room Audio

Listen to what you want, where you want, when you want.

SYSTEM S

If you have a fantastic music collection that you have built up, why not use it.

Whether you are thinking about

Don’t have it locked away where you need to find time to listen to it. Make it

a wired or wireless system, we

available to you anywhere in your home. Regardless of what format your music

have systems to meet all you

is, CD, PC, vinyl, I-tunes or if you listen to FM radio or internet radio stations.

requirements. Brands we use

We can make a solution to suit you. We have ranges available that include

include BlueSound, Sonos and

wired and wireless solutions.

Axium

The take off of digital music services such as Spotify and Tidal now provides
SOURCES

subscribers with access to a huge collection of music they can now share

Select what music you want to

throughout the home. Such systems can be as simple as a single box ready to

play. Most sources can be

go in a few minutes.

integrated into your system,
I-tunes library, internet radio,
TV, FM radio or CD

We have speakers for all environments, weatherproof speakers for outside, or
for damp areas such as bathrooms. Speakers can also be concealed to different
degrees, from free standing speakers to ceiling speakers with low profile

SPEAKERS

paintable grills, we even have speakers that imitate Gib, once painted they give

Available for any environment,

no visual indication of a speaker!

we aim to blend your speakers
with the surroundings, If you
want to listen to your music in
the garden, by the pool, in the
bathroom then give us a call to
see what we can do for you.

Control of your audio sources and listening zones can be achieved numerous
ways. Whether you want dedicated wall mounted keypads or control from a
tablet our systems have “Apps” on both Apple and Android. If you are going to
be including a home wide control system your Multi Room Audio can easily be
incorporated to allow increased enjoyment.
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